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There are three key points to keep in mind:

1. The scientists pushing the borders of science, 
i.e. our understanding of the world and its 
phenomena.

2. The cyclic or oscillating nature of things, i.e. 
science is not a straight line rushing into the 
future.

3. The link or relationship between scientific 
advancement and human consciousness (or the 
social and cultural circumstances at a certain 
point in time).



“A group of scientists will come into incarnation on the physical plane 
during the next seventy-five years who will be the medium for the 
revelation of the next three truths concerning electrical phenomena.  
A formula of truth concerning this aspect of manifestation was 
prepared by initiates on the fifth Ray at the close of the last century, 
being part of the usual attempt of the Hierarchy to promote 
evolutionary development at the close of every cycle of one hundred 
years.  Certain parts (two fifths) of that formula have worked out 
through the achievements of such men as Edison and those who 
participate in his type of endeavour, and through the work of those 
who have dealt with the subject of radium and radioactivity.  Three 
more parts of the same formula have still to come, and will embody 
all that it is possible or safe for man to know anent the physical plane 
manifestation of electricity during the fifth subrace”.        TCF, 455-6



• Nicolas Copernicus (1473-1543) (Sun at centre of our 
solar system – society largely dominated by the Church -
renaissance)

• Johannes Kepler (1571-1630) (Start of ‘scientific’ thinking: 
detailed observations, rational approach <-> Robert 
Fludd, Rosicrucian or Hermetic thinking).

• Isaac Newton (1642-1727) (Gravitation, mathematics, 
alchemy)

• Michael Faraday (1791-1867) & James Clerk Maxwell 
(1831-1879) (Theory of electromagnetism – industrial 
revolution)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:GodfreyKneller-IsaacNewton-1689.jpg


• Albert Einstein (1879-1955) (Theory of relativity – 1905 
& 1915 – Quantum physics – Theory of Everything)

• Niels Bohr, Wolfgang Pauli, Max Planck, Paul Dirac, 
Werner Heisenberg… (1900-1930 – Quantum physics –
Standard Model of elementary particles) 

• … - now 2021 ??? – no new great ideas or breakthroughs 
– digital revolution – society worldwide dominated by 
uniform capitalistic thinking

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Max_Planck_1933.jpg






SAFIRE (2012-2020)
SOLAR ATMOSPHERIC FUNCTION AND REGULATION EXPERIMENT 



• John Keely (1837 – 1898)

• Nikola Tesla (1856 –1943)

• SAFIRE (2012-2020)



• Kristian Birkeland (1867 – 1917) 

• SAFIRE (2012-2020)



Nuclear transmutation 



SAFIRE – Take away I 

One of the most important discoveries is the fact of self-organisation in 
plasma through the electromagnetic force. 



SAFIRE – Take away II 

The second take-away which is really important is the transformation of 
elements which is taking place on the anode (electric pole in the 
chamber) as well as in the plasma atmosphere. 



SAFIRE – Take away III 

The third take-away is energy production 



SAFIRE – Take away IV 

The fourth take-away is that SAFIRE didn’t find any discrepancy with the 
electric universe model of the Sun. 



MORE PROJECTS:

• SAFIRE ==> AUREON (Canada)
https://aureon.ca/ 

• BRILLIANT LIGHT POWER (previously: Dark Light Power)
https://brilliantlightpower.com/ 

• LENR = Low Energy Nuclear Reaction
https://www.lenr-forum.com/ 

• …..



https://www.thenuifoundation.com/



PARADIGM SHIFTS

• Why do paradigm shifts take so much time?



Remembering the quote from Cosmic Fire at the beginning, where are 
we now? 

• Is that group of announced scientists shining through in the various 
projects that are around in the world of today?

• It the scientific community ready for a break through after about
a century of no major progress?

• Will the fundamental role of electricity gradually be acknowledged?

• Is humanity as a whole ready to embrace a world with free 
(i.e. abundant) energy for everyone?

Discussion & Questions

THANK YOU !


